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However, there are many 
undetermined 
parameters and issues.
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Symmetry Breaking and Frontiers

Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

What is flavor physics?

• The SM is consistent with a vast amount of particle physics phenomena

special relativity + quantum mechanics, local symmetry + spontaneous breaking

• What breaks SU(2)L × U(1)Y → U(1)EM “Electroweak symmetry breaking”

What is the physics of Higgs condensate? What generates it? What else is there?

The LHC will directly address this (make h)

• What breaks U(3)Q × U(3)u × U(3)d → U(1)Baryon “Flavor physics”

Which interactions distinguish generations (e.g., d, s, b identical if massless)?

How do the fermions see the condensate and the physics associated with it?

• TeV-scale new physics models typically have new sources of flavor & CP violation

which may be possible to probe in flavor physics but not directly at the LHC

ZL — p.2

•The LHC will directly address this.

~ O(100 GeV)

Energy Frontier



Symmetry Breaking and Frontiers

Intensity Frontier

Flavor Symmetry Breaking

•Which interaction distinguishes generations.

~ Higher energy scale (GUT?)

•Flavor physics in quark and lepton sectors.
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The energy scale reached by the intensity frontier could be very 
high through quantum radiative corrections (renormalization group 
equation = RGE).

Effects are small.

Quantum Corrections

∆E ∼ �
2∆t

Uncertainty principle
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The energy scale reached by the intensity frontier could be very 
high through quantum radiative corrections (renormalization group 
equation = RGE).

Effects are small.

Quantum Corrections

∆E ∼ �
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Uncertainty principleRare Decays
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Sensitivity to High Energy-scale Physics
Exercise (1) : 

Effective Lagrangian for 

BR(µ→ eγ) = y2 3(4π)3α
G2

F Λ4

•If          , 

•If                    , 

LLFV = y
emµ

Λ2
µ̄RσµνeLFµν + h.c. + · · ·

(if the operator is induced at tree level）

(if the operator is generated at loop level）

The search is sensitive to new physics 
with TeV scale and LFV!

example: large extra dimension 

example: SUSY

Λ :new physics scale

Is the LFV searches sensitive to TeV scale physics?

9

Take an example of rare decay of µ→eγ (Br<10-11)
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Take an example of rare decay of µ→eγ (Br<10-11)

Effective Lagrangian for 

•If          , y � 1

BR(µ→ eγ) = 1× 10−11 ×
�

400TeV
Λ

�4 �y

1

�2

•If                    , 

(if the operator is induced at tree level）

(if the operator is generated at loop level）

The search is sensitive to new physics 
with TeV scale and LFV!

example: large extra dimension 

example: SUSY

:new physics scale

Is the LFV searches sensitive to TeV scale physics?
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 For tree diagrams,

> sensitive to energy scale higher than 400 TeV

µ

e

γ
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Sensitivity to High Energy-scale Physics
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y =
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 For loop diagrams,

> sensitive to TeV energy scale with reasonable mixing

! anomaly in muon g-2 (?)

Hagiwara et al: hep-ph/0611102
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ν̃e

e

µ→ eγ
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µ
+
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+
γ



example diagram for SUSY (~TeV)
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(from RGE)

SUSY-GUT model

SUSY neutrino 
seesaw model

Physics at about 1016 GeV 
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Guideline for Choosing Processes.....

Contributions from new physics must be small.

+ NP

SM + NP SM contribution is 
highly suppressed.

SM contribution is 
forbidden.

SM

NP+
Standard 

Model
Contribution

New 
Physics

Contribution

Process

SM contribution is 
dominant.



Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC)

a process that is highly suppressed or forbidden in the SM.

FCNC in Quark Sector

K0TO Physics 

K0TO (K0 at Tokai) aims at discovering 
the FCNC   KL !"0## 

•! SM predicts:  

 BR(KL !"0##) = (2.43±0.39±0.06)x10-11 

  (PRD 83, 034030, 2011) 

•! Forbidden at tree level,  

 dominated by loops which can 

 be calculated in perturbation theory at 2-3% 

•! Direct CP violating process $ %2&

 (height of CKM unitarity triangle) 

 ' CKM “Golden Mode”, very sensitive to new physics 

Present limits are: 
1)! From E391a @ KEK       BR(KL!"0##) < 2.6 x 10-8 (@ 90% CL) 

 (PRD 81, 072004, 2010) 

2)! from E949 @BNL, which measured   BR(K+!"+##) = (17.3 ± 11.0)  x 10-11 
 + isospin symmetry relation (Grossman-Nir bound)   
 (PRL !101, 191802, 2008)  BR(KL!"0##) < 1.5 x 10-9 (@ 90% CL)  

 !1!

b→ sγB → Xsγ

K+ → π+νν

KL → π0νν

The SM contributions are highly suppressed and 
are known within the uncertainty of a few %.

penguin diagram

4
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Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC)

ia process that is highly suppressed or forbidden in the SM.

FCNC in Lepton Sector

b→ sγ

KL → π0νν

K+ → π+ννB → Xsγ

K+ → π+νν

KL → π0νν

b→ sγ

KL → π0νν

K+ → π+νν

KL → π0νν

K+ → π+νν
µ→ eγ

µ−N → e−N

µ+ → e+e+e−

Note:   LFV in SM with massive neutrinos

µ e

γ

ν very tiny!

The SM with neutrino masses predicts small event rates for the LFV.

W

The observation of the LFV will be clearly a discovery of 
physics beyond the SM with non-zero neutrino masses.

BR(µ→ eγ) ∝ (δm2
ν)2 < 10−54

5

charged lepton flavor violation
(cLFV)

The SM contributions are forbidden for 
cLFV.

BSM(µ→ eγ) ∼ O(10−52)



Example : SUSY Prediction for µ-e conversion
(charged lepton flavor violation)

André de Gouvêa Northwestern
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PRIME

CKM
MNS

M1/2(GeV)

B(µTi→ eTi)× 1012 tan β = 10

µ→ e conversion is at least as sensitive as µ→ eγ

SO(10) inspired model.

remember B scales with y2.

B(µ→ eγ) ∝M2
R[ln(MPl/MR)]2

[Calibbi, Faccia, Masiero, Vempati, hep-ph/0605139]

October 14, 2009 CLFV

Calibbi, Faccia, Masiero, 
Vempati, hep-ph/0605139]

experiment projection
BR~10-18

experimental bound
BR~10-12

106



 Rating of DNA of New Physics
 (a la Prof. Dr. A. Buras) 

AC RVV2 AKM δLL FBMSSM LHT RS

D0 − D̄0 ��� � � � � ��� ?

�K � ��� ��� � � �� ���
Sψφ ��� ��� ��� � � ��� ���

SφKS ��� �� � ��� ��� � ?

ACP (B → Xsγ) � � � ��� ��� � ?

A7,8(B → K∗µ+µ−
) � � � ��� ��� �� ?

A9(B → K∗µ+µ−
) � � � � � � ?

B → K(∗)νν̄ � � � � � � �
Bs → µ+µ− ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� � �
K+ → π+νν̄ � � � � � ��� ���
KL → π0νν̄ � � � � � ��� ���
µ → eγ ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
τ → µγ ��� ��� � ��� ��� ��� ���
µ+N → e+N ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

dn ��� ��� ��� �� ��� � ���
de ��� ��� �� � ��� � ���
(g − 2)µ ��� ��� �� ��� ��� � ?

Table 8: “DNA” of flavour physics effects for the most interesting observables in a selection of SUSY
and non-SUSY models ��� signals large effects, �� visible but small effects and � implies that
the given model does not predict sizable effects in that observable.

• vanishingly small effects (one black star).

This table can be considered as the collection of the DNA’s for various models. These DNA’s

will be modified as new experimental data will be availabe and in certain cases we will be

able to declare certain models to be disfavoured or even ruled out.

In constructing the table we did not take into account possible correlations among the

observables listed there. We have seen that in some models, it is not possible to obtain

large effects simultaneously for certain pairs or sets of observables and consequently future

measurements of a few observables considered in tab. 8 will have an impact on the patterns

shown in this DNA table. It will be interesting to monitor the changes in this table when the

future experiments will provide new results.

65

W. Altmannshofer, A.J. 
Buras, S. Gori, P. 
Paradisi, D.M. Straub, . 
Nucl.Phys.B830:17-94
,2010. 
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http://www.yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp/spires/find/wwwhepau/wwwscan?rawcmd=fin+%22Straub%2C%20D%2EM%2E%22
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K+→π+νν : 
E787/E949 at BNL (1988 - 2008)
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BNL 787/E949

K
!"#$%&"'"()*+,

6

BNL 787/E949

K
!"#$%&"'"()*+,

K+→π+νν : 
E787/E949 at BNL (1988 - 2008)

6

BNL 787/E949

K
!"#$%&"'"()*+,
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K+→π+νν : 
Observation of K+→π+νν Events
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K+→π+νν : 
NA62 at CERN SPS

9

• Builds on NA-31/NA-48
• Un-separated GHz  beam 
• Aim: 40-50 events/yr at SM
• Under construction; start 

>2013

CERN NA-62 first generation 
decay-in-flight experiment.

75 GeV

• Improved J-PARC Beam line
• (Eventually) higher power 
• Aim: 2.8 events (S/B~1) at SM 
• Under construction; start >2011

!!"#!$%&'!K ( ( !"#!)*+,&$!LK

-
./0/1!234!#56!78#9!:;"<=!

;=#>?!";!.%.!@ 2AB C( Dx

•2007-2008 data

Γ(Ke2)/Γ(Kµ2)

• cherenkov
• Si trackers
• straw chambers
• RICH detector
• liquid Kr calorimeter
• muon veto



K+→π+νν : 
NA62 at CERN SPS talks at TIPP2011

[59] The Large Angle Photon Veto System for the NA62 Experiment at CERN : 
PALLADINO, Vito
[369] The TDCpix readout ASIC: a 75 ps resolution timing front-end for the
Gigatracker of the NA62 experiment : Dr. AGLIERI RINELLA, Gianluca

[9] THE NA62 RICH DETECTOR : PEPE, Monica

[55] Results from the NA62 Gigatracker prototype: a low-mass and sub-ns time
resolution silicon pixel detector : Dr. FIORINI, Massimiliano
[108] GPUs for fast triggering in NA62 experiment : LAMANNA, Gianluca
MARCO, Sozzi

[135] NA62 spectrometer: a low mass straw tracker : SERGI, Antonino

[389] The CHarged ANTIcounter for the NA62 experiment at CERN : Dr. 
SARACINO, Giulio



壊は標準理論では非常に起きにくく、その確率の理論的予測は約 3× 10−11です。そこで、
もし測定した崩壊の確率が理論の予測からずれていると、それは新しい物理によるCP対
称性の破れがある証拠になります。

図 3: 実験装置。KLビームは図の左側から入ってくる。崩壊領域はガンマ線検出器で覆
われており、下流のCsIカロリメータ (図中、赤で示された測定器)でKL → π0νν崩壊か
らのガンマ線のエネルギーと位置を測定する。ほとんどの測定器は、真空タンク (水色)の
中に収められる。

図 3に実験装置を示します。陽子を標的に当ててできたKL中間子の細いビームは実験
装置の中を突き抜けていきます。装置の中で崩壊してできた π0はすぐに２個のガンマ線
に壊れ、下流に置かれたCsI電磁カロリメータで観測されます。２個のガンマ線以外に粒
子があると、それは見たいシグナル事象ではない、バックグラウンド事象ですので、そう
した事象を排除するために、崩壊領域は四方をガンマ線検出器で覆われています。また、
種々のバックグラウンドを抑えるため、ほとんどの測定器は大きな真空容器の中に入って
います。

2 スケジュール
J-PARC E14 KOTO実験のために、我々は文科省の特定領域研究「フレーバー物理の
新展開」の予算、および日米科学協力事業やKEKの予算を用いて実験の準備を進めてき
ました。実験は 2009年 7月に最終的な承認を得、8月にはそれまでに準備してきたビーム
ラインの建設を終えました。先日 (2009年 10月 21日)に初めて中性K中間子のビームが
出、22日はビームラインの性能を調べるために種々の測定を行っています。今年は今後 11
月と 12月に、この新しいビームラインで得られるK中間子や中性子の量や運動量分布を
測定します。また、大阪大学では CsI電磁カロリメータに用いる約 2800本の CsIの結晶
と光電子増倍管の試験をし、読み出し装置まで含めた小規模のカロリメータを作り、ビー
ムを用いてシステムの試験を行います。2010年の 4月からは約 5ヶ月かけて J-PARCにお
いて電磁カロリメータ建設を行い、10月からのビームタイムでその性能の試験を行いま

3

9

• Builds on NA-31/NA-48
• Un-separated GHz  beam 
• Aim: 40-50 events/yr at SM
• Under construction; start 

>2013

CERN NA-62 first generation 
decay-in-flight experiment.

75 GeV

• Improved J-PARC Beam line
• (Eventually) higher power 
• Aim: 2.8 events (S/B~1) at SM 
• Under construction; start >2011

!!"#!$%&'!K ( ( !"#!)*+,&$!LK

-
./0/1!234!#56!78#9!:;"<=!

;=#>?!";!.%.!@ 2AB C( Dx

KL→πoνν : 
K0TO (E16) at J-PARC

K0TO: use improved KEK 
E391a (<2.6x10-8) detector

• CsI carolimeter
• photon veto



KL→πoνν : 
K0TO (E16) at J-PARC talks at TIPP 2011

[132] The Data Acquisition System for the K0TO Detector TECCHIO, Monica



What is μ→eγ ?

• Event Signature
• Ee = mμ/2, Eγ = mμ/2 

(=52.8 MeV)
• angle θμe=180 degrees 

(back-to-back)
• time coincidence

• Backgrounds
• prompt physics 

backgrounds
• radiative muon decay 
μ→eννγ when two 
neutrinos carry very 
small energies.

• accidental backgrounds
• positron in μ→eνν
• photon in μ→eννγ or 

photon from e+e- 
annihilation in flight.

e +

γ

µ



LXe Gamma-Ray Detector

Drift Chambers

Timing Counter

COBRA SC Magnet

Muon Beam

International Collaboration (̃65 collaborators) 

The MEG Experiment

γ

e+

μ

πE5 beam line @PSI

2010 preliminary <1.5x10-11

from 2 month-data in 2009
(sensitivity: 6.1x10-12)
Final goal is 2x10-13



Event Distribution

! Contours of the PDFs (1!, 1.64! & 2!) are shown
! Same events in two plots are numbered correspondingly, by decreasing 

ranking in terms of relative signal likelihood (S(R+B))
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of the same teγ-PDF as that for the signal and the PDF

for the other four correlated observables, which is formed

by folding the theoretical spectrum with the detector re-

sponse functions. The BG PDF B(�xi) is the product of

the five PDFs, each of which is defined by the single back-

ground spectrum, precisely measured in the side-bands

outside the blinding-box. The dependence of the resolu-

tions on the position of the γ-ray conversion point and

on the positron tracking quality is taken into account in

the PDFs. The likelihood analysis is performed using dif-

ferent statistical approaches (frequentist and Bayesian),

with different PDF types (constant, position dependent

and track-quality dependent) and with different back-

ground treatment (with/without constraints from side-

bands extrapolation) to check possible systematic effects.
The number of Michel positrons counted simultane-

ously with the signal, using the same analysis cuts, is

used for normalization. Corrections are made for the dif-

ference in acceptance of the apparatus for the two sam-

ples as follows:

B(µ+ → e+γ)

B(µ+ → e+νν̄)
=

Nsig

Neνν̄
× fe

eνν̄

P · �pu
× �trigeνν̄

�trigeγ

× �DC
eνν̄

�DC
eγ

× 1

Ageo
eγ

× 1

�eγ
=

Nsig × (1.01± 0.08)× 10
−12.

Here Neνν̄ = 18096 is the number of detected Michel

positrons; P = 10
7
is the Michel trigger prescale fac-

tor with �pu = 1.17 accounting for trigger inefficiency

due to positron pile-up in the TC; f e
eνν̄ = 0.114 ± 0.002

is the apparatus acceptance for Michel positrons that

pass the analysis cuts, including the analysis inefficien-

cies (angular cuts and multi-turn positrons); �trigeγ /�trigeνν̄ =

0.84 ± 0.02 is the ratio of signal-to-Michel trigger effi-

ciencies; �DC
eγ /�DC

eνν̄ = 1.12 ± 0.06 is the ratio of signal-

to-Michel DC+TC reconstruction efficiency and accep-

tance; Ageo
eγ = 0.99 ± 0.01 is the geometrical acceptance

for signal photons given an accepted signal positron;

�eγ = 0.58±0.02 is the efficiency of photon reconstruction

and selection criteria.

The background spectra are thoroughly studied in a

large data sample in the side-bands prior to opening the

blinding-box in order to estimate the background level in

the signal region. The sensitivity of the experiment with

a null signal hypothesis is evaluated by averaging the up-

per limit on the branching fraction over an ensemble of

simulated experiments by means of a toy MC simulation

based on the likelihood function. The rates of RMD and

BG events, as measured in the side-bands, are assumed

in each simulated experiment and the upper limit is cal-

culated using the likelihood ratio ordering principle [9].

The branching fraction sensitivity at 90% C.L. is thus

obtained to be 6.1× 10
−12

, using the calculated normal-

ization factor. The obtained sensitivity is consistent with

the upper limits of (4−6)×10
−12

obtained by likelihood
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FIG. 2: Event distribution in (a) Ee-Eγ and (b) cosΘeγ-teγ
around the signal region. The contours of the PDFs (1-, 1.64-
and 2-σ) are shown and the same events in the two plots are
numbered correspondingly, by decreasing ranking in terms of
the relative signal likelihood (S/(R +B)).

fits in several comparable analysis windows in the teγ
side-bands.

The blinding-box is unmasked when the calibration

and the optimization of the analysis algorithms and the

background study in the side-bands are completed. In

Figure 2 we present the distribution of the events around

the signal region projected in the Ee vs Eγ and cosΘeγ
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fits in several comparable analysis windows in the teγ
side-bands.

The blinding-box is unmasked when the calibration

and the optimization of the analysis algorithms and the

background study in the side-bands are completed. In

Figure 2 we present the distribution of the events around

the signal region projected in the Ee vs Eγ and cosΘeγ

Ee-E! - plane cos"e!-te! - plane

Hajime NISHIGUCHI (KEK)                                       “MEG Experiment”                                       NuFact10, 20-25.Oct.2010,  Mumbai

We opened the blind box on 06/July/2010

PRELIMINARY

Smoking from MEG 2010 Results (preliminary)



µ→eγ : 
MEG at PSI talks at TIPP 2011

[287] Liquid xenon gamma-ray calorimeter for the MEG experiment : 
Dr. IWAMOTO, Toshiyuki



Muon to Electron Conversion

1s state in a muonic atom

nucleus

µ−

muon decay in orbit

nuclear muon capture

µ− + (A, Z)→νµ + (A,Z −1)

µ− → e−νν 

µ-e conversion

    lepton flavors 
changes by one unit.

µ− + (A, Z)→ e− + (A,Z )
nucleus

Signal is a single mono-
energetic electron

mµ − Bµ ∼ 105MeV



µ-e conversion : 
Mu2e at Fermilab

B(µ− + Al→ e− + Al) = 3.3× 10−17

B(µ− + Al→ e− + Al) < 7× 10−17 (90%C.L.)

2.6

6

• Reincarnation of MECO at BNL.
• Antiproton buncher and accumulator 

rings are used to produce a pulsed 
proton beam.

• Approved in 2009, and CD0 in 2009.



µ-e Conversion : 
Mu2e at FNAL talks at TIPP 2011

[127] R Effort for Plastic Scintillator Based Cosmic Ray Veto System for the 
Mu2e : Dr. OKSUZIAN, Yuri
Experiment: Dr. OKSUZIAN, Yuri
Dr. OKSUZIAN, Yuri



µ-e conversion : 
COMET (E21) at J-PARC

8GeV proton beam
5T pion
 capture 
solenoid

3T muon transport
(curved solenoids)

muon stopping
target

electron tracker 
and calorimeter

electron 
transport

B(µ− + Al→ e− + Al) = 3.3× 10−17

B(µ− + Al→ e− + Al) < 7× 10−17 (90%C.L.)

2.6

6

Experimental Goal of COMET

• 1011 muon stops/sec for 56 kW 
proton beam power.

• C-shape muon beam line and C-
shape electron transport followed by 
electron detection system.

• Stage-1 approved in 2009.



How to Do Rare Decay
Experiments?



Important Considerations in Experiment Design



Important Considerations in Experiment Design

Redundancy1



Important Considerations in Experiment Design

Redundancy1

Redundancy2



Important Considerations in Experiment Design

Redundancy1

Redundancy2

Redundancy3



Important Considerations in Experiment Design

Redundancy1

Redundancy2

Redundancy3

Redundancy 
only gives

confidence to 
discriminate signals 
from backgrounds.

Ambiguous hits, accidental hits, dead channels, 
reconstruction of ghost tracks.



Example : E787/E949 

measure momentum, energy, range of pions, and 
pion decay by wave-form digitizers

drift chamber plastic scintillator 
stacks

wave-form 
analyzer

plastic 
scintillating
fiber stacks



Considerations for Detectors (1)

To improve signal sensitivity, the number of parent 
particles (i.e. beam intensity) has to be increased.

High rate capability1

example: rate for μ-e conversion experiments

 

With 1011/s stops, the rate of 
straw chambers is about 6 MHz 
per wire at prompt, and 180 kHz 
per wire after 700 nsec 
(measurement window).

straw chambers



Considerations for Detectors (2)

Accidental Backgrounds2

example. accidental backgrounds for μ→eγ
Accidental Background ∝ Rµ( )2

×ΔEe × ΔEγ( )2 ×Δt eγ × Δθ eγ( )2

Place Year ∆Ee ∆Eγ ∆teγ ∆θeγ Upper limit
TRIUMF 1977 10% 8.7% 6.7ns − < 3.6 × 10−9

SIN 1980 8.7% 9.3% 1.4ns − < 1.0 × 10−9

LANL 1982 8.8% 8% 1.9ns 37mrad < 1.7 × 10−10

LANL 1988 8% 8% 1.8ns 87mrad < 4.9 × 10−11

LANL 1999 1.2% 4.5% 1.6ns 15mrad < 1.2 × 10−11

PSI (MEG) 2007 0.9% 5 % 0.1 ns 23mrad < 10−13

Improvements of detector resolutions are critical.



Performances in 2009
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PRELIMINARY

! Several Big Improvements
! e+ efficiency/resolution

! Thanks to solving 
discharge problem

! Trigger efficiency

! DAQ time is shorter than 
2008 due to other 
experiment sharing area

! Statistics-2009 : ～2×2008

! Compensated by 
efficiency improvements

2008 2009

! Energy "E! (%) 2.0 (depth>2cm) 2.1 (depth>2cm)

! Timing "t! (ps) 80 >67
! Position "x! (mm) 5/6 5/6
! Efficiency #! (%) 63 58
e+ Mom. "pe (%) 1.6 0.74

e+ Timing "te (ps) <125 <125
e+ Angle "!e (mrad) 10(!)/18(") 7.4(!)/11.2(")
e+ Efficiency #e (%) 14 40
!-e+ Relative Timing 148 142
$+ decay vertex (mm) 3.2/4.5 2.3/2.8
Trigger Efficiency (%) 66 84

$+ Stopping Rate (Hz) 3×107 2.8×107

DAQ Time (days) 48 35

Sensitivity 1.3×10-11 coming soon

BR Upper Limit 2.8×10-11 coming soon

MEG Detector Resolutions

Because of accidental 
backgrounds, the full 

PSI beam of 108/s 
intensity cannot be 

taken yet.



To avoid accidental backgrounds at all,

a single particle 
measurement,

such as µ-e conversion 
(µ-N→e-N)

try....



Considerations in Detectors (3)

Low energy detection3

In rare decay experiments using muon and kaon decay at rest,
decay products are all in low energy of O(10-100 MeV).

Figure 1: View of the drift chamber system from the downstream
side of the MEG detector. The drift chamber modules are mounted
in a half circle, whereas the muon stopping target is placed in the
centre.

in the sensitive volume, thereby causing difficulties in pat-

tern recognition and affecting stable operation of the drift

chamber.

4. Design of a Drift Chamber Module

Each drift chamber module has a trapezoid shape. It

is an open frame geometry without any supporting struc-

ture towards the inner side (see Fig. 2). This open frame

construction reduces the amount of material in the inner

part of the spectrometer and reduces background events

due to positron annihilation-in-flight.

The chamber module consists of two detector planes

which are operated independently. These two planes are

separated by the so-called ”middle cathode” which consists

of two cathode foils with a gap of 3 mm. The wire frames

contain alternating anode and potential wires, stretched in

the axial direction and mounted with a pitch of 4.5 mm.

The shortest wire has a length of 40 cm, the longest of

86 cm and the anode-cathode distance is 3.5 mm. To re-

solve left-right ambiguities one wire plane is shifted in the

radial direction by half a drift cell. The two detector planes

are enclosed in the so-called ”hood cathode”.

The middle cathode, as well as the hood cathode, are

made of a 12.5 µm thick polyimide foil with an aluminum

deposition of 2500 Å thickness.

Thanks to such a low-mass construction, the amount of

material of one drift chamber module sums to an average

value of X0,module = 2.5 · 10−4 of a radiation length.

5. Charge division and Vernier pattern

The determination of the z -position is based on the

principle of charge division. For this reason, the anode

wires are resistive wires made of nickel chromium with a

resistance per unit length of 2.2 kΩ/m. In a first step,

the z -coordinate is derived from the ratio of the charges

Figure 2: Anode frame with wires (front), ”middle cathode” and
”hood cathode” (back) of a drift chamber module.

measured at both ends of the anode wire. Following this

method the z -coordinate can be measured to a precision

of better than 2 % for each anode wire length.

In a second step, the information from the cathodes is

used to achieve a more accurate z -coordinate, by using a

so-called ”double-wedge” or ”vernier pattern” structure [6]

which is etched on the cathode planes on both sides of the

anode wire (see Fig. 3). The resistance per unit length of

the strips is 50 Ω/m. The induced charges on each vernier

strip are related to the z -position due to the double-wedge

structure. In total there are four cathode signals for each

anode wire and to increase the capability of this method

the vernier pattern of one cathode plane is shifted by λ/4

in axial direction with respect to its partner plane.

6. Geometrical alignment

During the construction of each single frame the posi-

tion of the anode wires and of the zig-zag structure of the

vernier pattern was measured with respect to an alignment

pin located at the bottom left edge of the frame.

Each cathode hood is equipped with two target marks

placed on the most upstream and most downstream upper

edge of the cathode hood. After the assembly of a drift

chamber module the position of these identification marks

was measured with respect to the alignment pin which

allows the alignment of the different frames within the drift

chamber module and which acts as a reference for the wire

positions as well as the positions of the vernier structure.

All drift chamber modules are mounted in a support

structure made of carbon fibre in which the modules are

mounted at 10.5◦ intervals. The surface of the support

structure between two adjacent drift chamber modules is

also equipped with target marks both on the downstream

side as well as on the upstream side.

After the installation of the complete drift chamber

system inside the bore of the COBRA magnet there was

an optical survey done. The position of the target marks

2

Trackers should be 
low-mass and be 
placed in vacuum.

thin straw chambers
in vacuum 

for COMET and Mu2e

thin chamber
for MEG



Considerations in Detectors (3)

Low energy detection3
Liquid Xenon Scintillation ! Detector
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! Homogeneous Volume ( ~800l ) is 
surrounded by PMTs on all faces

! 846 PMTs submerged in the liquid
! Energy Measurement

! All PMT outputs
! "E/E ~ 2% (@52.8MeV)

! Position Measurement
! PMTs on the inner face
! "x = 5-6 mm (@52.8MeV)

! Timing Measurement
! Averaging of signal arrival time 

of selected PMTs
! "t ~ 70 ps (@52.8MeV)

!"#$%&&'()*$#&+'&%,&-$../.01$23.31$456786$9)7'('6'&$:;$<&=8):>:*5$$$$$<:78(56?($9@A%:':$..B#&+'&%,&-B23.3

.3

Liquid Xenon Detector
! 900 liter liquid xenon 
! 846 2” PMTs (Hamamatsu R9869)

"  immersed in LXe directly

! Good uniformity ( homogeneous, liquid )
! High light output ( ~75% of NaI )
! Short decay time ( 45ns )
! High density (3g/cm3)

! Short scintillation wavelength ~ 175nm
" Quartz window for PMT

! Low temperature 165K
" pulse tube cryocooler developed by KEK

! Purification to remove H
2
O, O

2
, N

2
 etc.

.C+#D/CE$DFG HI$JKLMNOPQRSTU E VW

Features of MEG
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! Sensitivity is Limited by “Accidental Overlap”

! DC muon is the Best Solution

! Good Resolution (Energy, Spacial and Timing) under Very High Rate

Photon detector  
should have high 

light yields.

Liquid Xenon 
scintillation detector

at MEG

•800 litter volume
•846 PMT readout
•energy resolution
•2% at 52.8 MeV

•position resolution
•5-6mm at 52.8 MeV

•timing resolution
•70 ps at 52.8 MeV



Considerations in Detectors (3)

Pile up rejection4

Wave form recording with high sampling rates is needed.

example : E787/E949 500 MHz 
wave-form digitizers

Example : 
switched capacitor arrays (SCA) called DRS 
(Domino Ring Sample) developed at PSI for MEG  

the analysis process or by firmware in the front-end FPGAs. The
parameters of this waveform processing can be changed after
the data has been recorded in order to optimize for example the
signal-to-noise ratio by sophisticated baseline restoration (Fig. 3).
To determine the timing of a PMT pulse, methods such as cross-
correlation with a template waveform are used. Precisions in the
region of 10 ps have been achieved with this technique. It has also
been shown that pile-up of events can be rejected if they are
separated in time by at least the rise-time of the signals, which in
the case of the liquid Xenon calorimeter of the MEG experiment is
about 10 ns.

4. Availability for other experiments

Since the DRS chip might be suitable for other experiments, it
has been decided to distribute the chip through the technology

transfer programme of PSI on a non-profit basis. Groups
considering building their own electronics around the DRS chip
can benefit from the DRS4 evaluation board (Fig. 4), which is
available as well. Details can be found on the DRS home page [5].

The high channel density, fast readout speed and excellent
electric characteristics of the DRS4 chip make this device
attractive for many other experiments. While several companies
have announced production of VME and cPCI boards with the
DRS4 chip, it is currently deployed at several cosmic gamma-ray
observatories such as MAGIC [6] and VERITAS [7].
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Fig. 3. Online display of the MEG calorimeter PMT waveform. The original
waveform (top) is processed with a software filter for optimal baseline restoration
and integration.

Fig. 4. DRS4 evaluation board with four input channels and USB 2.0 readout.

S. Ritt et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 623 (2010) 486–488488

DRS4
9 Giga-samples per second 
depth 1024-8192
signal to noise : 11 bits 



Beams for 
Rare Decay Experiments



Increase of Secondary Beam Intensity....



Increase of Secondary Beam Intensity....

Increase proton intensity1 A number of secondaries is 
proportional to proton beam power.



Increase of Secondary Beam Intensity....

PSI Proton Cyclotron
! The cyclotron facility contains a 

cascade of three accelerators that 
deliver a proton beam of 590 MeV 
energy at a current up to 2 mA (1.2 
MW). 

! Pre-accelerated in a C-W column to 
an energy of 870 keV, secondary-
accelerated in the 4-sector Injector 2 
cyclotron up to 72 MeV. 

! Final acceleration of the main beam 
to 590 MeV occurs in the large 8-
sector Ring Cyclotron, from which 
the beam is transported through the 
experimental hall in a shielded 
tunnel. 

5
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Accelerator-Driven
Transmutation
Experimental
Facility

Hadron Experimental
FacilityMaterial・Life Science

Facility

Linac
(350m)

Neutrino Facility

５００ｍ！

50GeV　Synchrotron
（0.75MW)

3GeV Synchrotron
（25Hz,1MW）

J-PARC : 
goal beam power ~ 0.75 MW

PSI : 
beam power ~ 1.2 MW

Increase proton intensity1 A number of secondaries is 
proportional to proton beam power.



Project X

Neutrino physics

Muon physics

Kaon physics
Nuclear physics

Project X

Neutrino physics

Muon physics

Kaon physics
Nuclear physics

Remove

Accelerators from Cockroft-Walton 

though Booster and Booster neutrino.

All the green ones
including MuCOOL stay

Project X

Neutrino physics

Muon physics

Kaon physics 

Nuclear physics

!simultaneouly"

2 MW at ~3 GeV

flexible time structure

and pulse intensities

3 GeV, 1mA CW 
proton (H-) linac

2MW@120GeV 
for neutrinos

3 MW@3GeV total 
for muon, kaon and 
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Energy frontier 
Muon Collider

- 2~4 TeV
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Spin-off from MuSIC

A Eco Muon Source
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Summary

• Rare decay experiments, as one of the 
intensity frontier, would be of compelling 
importance, in particular, their sensitivity 
to high energy-scale physics.

• Charged lepton flavor violation (cLFV) 
and quark FCNC would be the best 
choice for rare decay experiments.

• There are several rare decay 
experiments on-going and being 
prepared.

• Technology breakthrough on detectors 
as well as beams are being developed.

• We hope that these searches would 
make great discovery.


